Date of service:

/

/

GEARBOX AND MANUAL TRANSMISSION SERVICES GUARANTEE
TERM: 1(one) YEAR (PRIVATE CARS)
& 6 MONTHS (PROFESSIONAL CARS AND TRUCKS)
ABOUT PARTS
The company ensures that all parts sold or placed in the repair phase
are new or used (upon agreement), all in excellent condition of equal
or even better quality than the replaced. Once a part it is proven to
be defective within the term, the firm is required to replace it within
5 working days from the moment that will take the seat of
ABOUT WORK
The company guarantees that the work done during the repair of
container in accordance with the terms and instructions of the
information provided by manufacturers of gearboxes.
FEE
The fee is related to the works provided for the repair/rebuilt of the
gearbox on the bench only and they are solely taken place at the
company's building.
For these reasons, any gearbox show signs of inproper functioning
within the term and provided that this is not the case of exclusion
from guarantee (Due to any of the reasons below), such a gearbox is
recognised as benefited from guarantee. Right after, the gearbox
must return to company's premises at the earliest convenience, to be
repaired within 5 working days.
As long as a gearbox falls within the terms of the guarantee, and it
may be opened or engineered by any third party, it automatically
forfeits the guarantee's privileges.
SERIAL NUMBER
Each package bears a serial number corresponding to the record of
services, and whether removed or altered in any way the gearbox
forfeits the guarantee's privileges.
Each package bears the inner shells of the engraved serial number and

there is no way to deceive the company.
Guarantee does not cover:
1. Extract and installation package cost from/to the vehicle
2. Car rental
3. Crane rental
4. Expenses for Oils and generally any third party fees
5. Damage caused by poor installation
6. Wrong quantity and/or type, lack , or low level of valvoline
7. Vehicles with engine power greater than that of the manufacturer
8. Any damage on the shell of the box caused from stroke or crack
9. Cracking Gear relations
10. Cracking Gear krona coil
11. Cracking differential gears (planets-satellites)
The guarantee applies to only once and does not extend. Also, DOES NOT
COVER REPEATED DAMAGE FROM OTHER CAUSES.
INFORMATION - HELP
Any assistance can be given by the company it is given on the phone
and there is no obligation on the side of the firm for diagnosis –
rules - test on the car. These works are in the sole responsibility of
garages for the repair and maintenance of vehicles.
HANDLING
Customer's obligation includes the proper use and frequent maintenance
of the gearbox according to manufacturer's instructions. The misuse
(excessive spinning -i mproper manual operation - excessive use of
rear) as well as the placement of gear on cars with engine of converted
power is easily visible and detected from the firm's specialists,
therefore in such cases gearbox gets out from guarantee.
Each gearbox is designed for a specific torque. As far as 4x4 gearboxes
are concerned, the continued use of 4x4 at high speeds is not
recommended excluding those vehicles equipped with continuously 4x4
full time. In case of any malfunction, the vehicle must be immobilized
immediately and led to the workshop. Driving with the existing damage
multiplies the damage, and the gearbox in such a case forfeits the
guarantee.

